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Box 1

Miscellaneous
The Bookman Fitzgerald Centenary Number, March 1909
Edward Fitzgerald 1809-1909 Centenary Celebrations Souvenir book;
Souvenir advertisement as posted to W B Slater March 16 1909
Centenary List of Patrons and programme
Poster for London Choral Society concert of Omar Khayyam on 15 February 19010
Memorial Plaque announcement with Edward Fitzgerald Memorial Fund donation slip
Various advertisements for editions of Omar Khayyam from early 1900s
The Smallest Book [ring containing Omar Khayyam] reprint from Los Angeles Record January 15 1908
Letter from H M Schroeter to W B Slater October 24 1908 about a bibliography of the Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam

Box 2

Books
Omar and his Translator, Colonel Prideaux, printed by E H Blakeney 1909
Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam Mayle’s Penny Series, the Priory Press 1907

The Omar Khayyam Club:
List of Members 1899-90 and 1913-14;
A Pilgrimage to the Grave of Edward Fitzgerald, Edward Clodd 1894;
Verses by Austin Dobson read at the dinner on 25 March 1897, the Chiswick Press;
In Praise of Omar, an address at the 1897 dinner by John Hay, poub Thomas B Mosher 1898;
Omariana by H G Plimmer FRS dedicated to the O M Club on its 21st birthday [1913];
Letter to W B Slater from F Hudson [informing him of his membership] 19 Oct 1893
Proposal for the Omar Khayyam Club Edition and order form
Proposal for The Book of the Omar Khayyam Club 1892-1910

Miscellaneous
An Omar Khayyam Calendar for 1910
Catalogue of an exhibition including original drawings for the Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam, Elihu Vedder, Dowdeswell Galleries April 1899;  
*A Pilgrimage to the Tomb of Omar Khayyam*, Major P M Sykes, Travel & Exploration September 1909;  
Illustration [engraving] for stanzas IX and XIII of *Omar Khayyam*;  
Programme of Omar Khayyam-Edward Fitzgerald Festival March 21 1930  
Advertisement for the complete translation of the Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam by John Payne for the Villon Society;  
Reproduction of the design for the Plaque for Fitzgerald at Bredfield House 1938;  
Announcement of a new edition of the Rubaiyat with illustrations by Florence Lundborg, Doxey’s, New York